
Shermann Amplifiers Data Sheet
High Performance Class AB Power Amplifiers

Audio power data
(Power figures are valid with both channels driven) 20Hz-20khz@0.1%THD (FCC)
Watts into 8 ohm 180 280 380
Watts into 4 ohm 250 410 600
Watts into 8 ohm bridged mode 500 820 1200
(Power figures are valid with both channels driven)    1kHz@0.05%THD (EIA)
Watts into 8 ohm 190 290 400
Watts into 4 ohm 260 440 650
Watts into 8 ohm bridged mode 520 880 1300

Product Specifications
DXA500    DXA800   DXA1200

Product features
* Fast recovery power supplies with sufficient

electricalstorage capacitance to maintain ample
energy reservesand ensure rigid power supply
voltages feeding the power transistors.

* Automatic gain limiting to prevent excessive
clipping of the output power waveform.

* Build in a strong steel chassis, electro-statically
coated with anti-rust paint.

* Designed to safely operate in Bridged mode
allowing a stereo amplifier to be used as a twice
the power monoblock un 8 ohm. (Bridged or
Parallel mode is optional)

* Proven design utilising high speed bi-polar power
devices with extended safe operating area to
ensure stable and reliable performance of the
amplifier.

* Multi-sensory circuits to be effectively protect
both the amplifier and speakers from becoming
damaged because of over-heating or other
abnormal operating conditions.

* Cool operating environments are assured for
output devices, power supply capacitors and
transformers with independent high air velocity
vary-speed fans for both channels.

Comprehensive protection
* Auto-gain limiting to prevent excessive output

clipping.

* Auto-input level ramping to prevent damaging
transient signal peaks from reaching the
speakers.

* Sub & sonic frequency filters to prevent
wastage of power and unnecessary heat built-
up from the presence of inaudible spectrums
of audio.

* Output stages with transparent “instant gain
reduction loop” to prevent the amplifier
dumping its power into load impedances
below the technically feasible minimum.

* Auto-reset internal temperature sensors and
fail-safe devices to prevent thermal runaway
in the event of  blocked airflow paths or other
abnormal conditions.

* Protection from the effects of capacitor
charging in-rush currents, DC voltages,
shorted outputs and electrical spikes are all
included.

* To enhance the safe operation of Shermann
speakers, “Parameter settings” are available
to users. These data are pre-set and can be
stored on the 2 & 3 way Digital speaker
management systems.
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